KID DOG CENTRAL
CAMP by Sit n’Stay

2881 Southwestern Blvd
Orchard Park, NY 14127
WHAT IS KID DOG CENTRAL CAMP?
Kid Dog Central is a truly unique <not to mention, insanely
fun> 5 day camp for kids and their pups. With 5 individually
themed days (Basics, Tricks, Rally, Agility and Scent-work)
every day feels fresh and exciting PLUS the kids and dogs
get to notch up countless new skills!
This program is 5 days of camp, maxxed out with games,
skills, dog sports, competitions, activities and even some dog
safety education snuck in there too!
So, if you’re looking for something fun and unique for your
kids (and your dogs!) to do this summer - dream answered.

WHY CHOOSE KDC?
IT’S TOTALLY UNIQUE:
The summer can be loooong, and parents, we know you are
ALWAYS looking for exciting new experiences for your kids
while you’re at work – or for you to grab a bit of time to
yourselves!
This camp is unlike anything else. There are tons of sports
and arts camps – but what could possibly be more special
than a summer camp where a kid can go WITH their best
bud?

One Week Camps running:
July 15-19, 2019
August 12-16, 2019
9am - 2pm
About The Camp:
IT’S SUPER FLEXIBLE:
Our camp is designed from 9am-2pm but early
drop-offs and late pickups can be arranged for an
additional fee.
Also, while the camp was designed for kids aged
9-13- the curriculum is SO fun, it would totally be
a it with teen groups too! Kids younger than 9
years old may have a hard time working their dog
without parental help, but if you have an
exceptional kid and/or dog… contact us to
discuss!
HOW THE CAMP WORKS:
Kids come without their parents, and spend their
time at camp playing, working and bonding with
their dog.
Class size is limited. Hurry, register today!!
*This camp is only suitable for dogs without
aggression/reactivity issues.

